Journey Mapping Toolkit
This toolkit champions the use of the Service Design method of journey mapping to support further human
centred innovations throughout the MECS programme. This toolkit was developed based on the use of journey
maps by the SD4MECS team in the CREST trial Living Lab. The purpose of the toolkit is to enable application of
this method to other field trials of modern energy cooking services within the MECS programme and beyond.
Service Design is a HCD approach that helps to innovate (create new) or improve (existing) services to make
them more useful, usable, and desirable for users, as well as more efficient and effective for organisations [1].
It supports not only the design of the end user service experience, but also the organisational structures and
resources needed to deliver it.
The Modern Energy Cooking Services (MECS) programme is a £40 million ($50.5 million) UK Aid supported
initiative aimed at promoting modern energy cooking services in the Global South. The programme works
through a multi-partner program of activities, led by Loughborough University in the UK, to catalyse the
transformation of the clean cooking and electrification sectors that can enable widespread uptake of modern
energy cooking services. This could generate inclusive environmental and development benefits for the poor
by enabling technological, institutional, and market innovations. The MECS programme is designed to
leverage the enormous progress that has been made globally on access to electricity to drive forward the
clean cooking sector. Electric cooking (eCooking) has long been considered ‘inappropriate’ for use in
development programs. However, the landscape of electricity access has changed, with many more people
now connected to both grid and off-grid electricity and the quality of supply becoming increasingly more
reliable. What is more, an array of new energy-efficient electric cooking appliances is now available, opening
a myriad of new opportunities for access to cost-effective and convenient modern energy cooking services.
This data and material have been funded by UK AID from the UK government; however, the views expressed
do not necessarily reflect the UK government’s official policies.
An updated and more usable version of this working paper is planned for publication in the year 2022. Please
contact Dr. Marianna Coulentianos for further information.
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What are journey maps?
From Universal Methods of Design, 2019 [2]
“A user journey map is a visualization of the experiences people have
when interacting with a product or service, so that each moment can be
individually evaluated and improved.
A user journey map tells a story about an individual’s actions, feelings,
perceptions, and frame of mind—including the positive, negative, and
neutral moments—as they interact with a multi-channel product or
service over a period of time.”
Lambe et. al., 2020, [3] exemplified using journey maps of everyday cooks to better understand the transition
to clean cooking. The journey map in Figure 1 represents the journey of adoption of clean cook stoves in Nairobi,
Kenya, for the archetype user group whose goal was ‘saving money’.

Figure 1: User journey for using the Mimi Moto stove of the archetype group 'saving money' [3]
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Why should I use journey maps?
Journey maps are a key method to help one understand the experiences of everyday cooks.
From Universal Methods of Design, 2019 [2]
“By documenting the series of events and interactions that a person experiences, the user journey map can
shift an organization’s focus from an operational, system-centred view to the larger context in which products
and services are used in the real world. It also helps teams pinpoint distinct moments that elicit strong
emotional reactions and are ripe for redesign and improvement. By creating discussions around which
interactions are working optimally, which are insignificant, and which are failing altogether, the user journey
map helps teams develop a shared vision about ways to more effectively and augment existing user behaviour
within their actual contexts of use.”

Example: Why use journey mapping in the MECS trial?
Journey maps were used to understand the current cooking experience: the journey maps serve as a synthesis
of qualitative data collected and provide an engaging way of communicating such data. Examples of journey
map uses for MECS are given in Figure 2. Journey maps of each participants’ current cooking experience were
given to each participant during the first workshop, thereby giving participants their data back, and asking for
their reactions and corrections. This approach fit the ethos of SD4MECS to engage participants as co-creators.

Figure 2: Example uses of journey maps in MECS

Journey maps can also be used as prospective tools, to map the aspirational journey map for example. They can
be used as a collaborative tool to work with stakeholders in building an understanding of needs and aspirations.
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How to create journey maps?
From Universal Methods of Design, 2019 [2]
“Rich, qualitative data that is a result of primary research is the only way to be sure to craft deep, compelling
narratives that reflect people’s actual needs, feelings, and perceptions that occur before, during, and after
product interactions. […] For the benefit of the internal team, the map should also articulate the event it
illustrates, this can be either an entire relationship life cycle, or can be limited to a specific scenario. The map
should be an honest representation of an experience, and include moments of indecision, confusion,
frustration, as well as delight and closure.”
A. Identify the parameters of the journey map you’d like to create (where does the journey start, where does it
end, what does it encompass). For example, in the CREST trial, we had to decide whether to include the shopping
for cooking ingredients as part of the experience of cooking. While it was ultimately included, it was not
emphasized as an important part of the journey.
B. Collect Data. Qualitative data and mixed-methods approaches are encouraged. For example, you can create
open-ended interview questions that cover the journey you are trying to map, see the CREST trial LL interview
protocol #1 as an example.
C. Create a template for your journey map, you can adapt existing ones (see section “Journey map template”),
so they serve your needs best.
D. Split your data into single pieces of information that are relevant to a part of the journey map. For example,
you may have a quote from a participant talking about cleaning up the kitchen before and after cooking, which
you might split into two parts – a quote about washing up before cooking and one about washing up after eating.
Other snippets of data you may have include: data about how much charcoal a participant buys each week; how
a participant lights a wood stove; why cooking is important to the participant.
E. Having made your data snippets and/or working directly with a participant (if co-creating a journey map), fill
out a journey mapping template with the snippets. As a first pass, don’t worry too much about creating the
perfect map for each participant’s experience; once created, you can try to validate the journey map with the
participants.
F. Look across the individual journey maps and see if you can see patterns. Are key similarities and differences
emerging? If so, try to combine maps to create a representative journey for a group of users. When key
differences (maybe even conflicts) arise, you must decide if this conflict is central to your research questions
and if you should split your users across this difference or disregard the difference. For example, if we had found
that half the participants love washing up after cooking and half hate it, we might have explored what about
washing up relates to the e-appliances we were testing: advertising that an e-appliance is easy to wash might
be impactful for only a subset of users.
Reflect on what these users have in common and if possible, represent these users as an ‘archetype’ or persona
(for more on Personas, see section titled “Personas in journey mapping”). A persona is a fictional character that
represents a group of users with similar attitudes or behaviours in this case represented by the experience
captured by the journey map. Depending on the project you may end up with one persona representing all
everyday cooks in this context or more likely several that highlight key differences in the cooking experience and
why they may be occurring. In this way personas can be created from your journey maps and used elsewhere in
the project, for example, when considering opportunities for service improvements or completely new products
or services.
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Journey map template

Many journey maps follow a similar format
as depicted in Figure 3: at the top, a
specific user, a specific scenario, and
corresponding expectations or goals in the
middle, high-level phases that are
comprised of user actions, thoughts, and
emotions; at the bottom, the takeaways:
opportunities, insights, and internal
ownership.
Figure 4 depicts the SD4MECS journey map
template used in the CREST trial, which
includes persona elements at the top:
name, cooking scenario, goals; and is
organized around three phases of cooking:
before, during, after; it further details
action steps, likes, and dislikes.
Figure 3: journey map template, Nielsen Norman Group [4]

Figure 4: SD4MECS journey mapping template.
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Example from the CREST trial
Journey maps were selected as an analysis tool, with three methods of data collection (interviews, mobile
research, and workshop) each complementing each other and iteratively helping to create more complex, indepth, and accurate representations of the everyday cooks’ journeys as the trial unfolds. The template depicted
in Figure 5 was selected from the Nielsen Norman Group [4].
Specifically, the data from qualitative interviews helped
create personas (specific user + scenario + goals) and
understand the cooking journey maps of everyday cooks.
The mobile research helped clarify and focus on the
emotions associated with different steps in the cooking
journey. The workshops were deep dives into the
opportunities based on the pain points identified in the
cooking journeys.
Figure 5: LL methods matched to the framework of the NN Group
journey map

Spotlight on Interview #1: The first round of interviews was implemented in late November 2021 in Kenya and
Tanzania. Participants were interviewed for around 45 minutes about their cooking experiences, based on a
semi-structured guide. Enumerators were encouraged to make conversation, let the conversation flow, and ask
follow-up questions. Some interview transcripts came back filled with insights, showing that despite the
difficulties of working remotely and across cultures, we were successful in training up country partners and
supporting them in training enumerators to conduct qualitative interviews with participants. Journey maps for
each participant were then created based on this interview data. One journey map is featured in Figure 6. Some
journey maps created based on the interviews were less rich, which highlights the need to clearly communicate
your expectations regarding the data collected and how deep to go with the interview.

Figure 6: Example of a participant journey map made from participant interview data. The emojis are used to illustrate a subset of
emotions and activities which makes the map more engaging when used in co-design activities with participants.
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How to use a journey map?
From Universal Methods of Design, 2019 [2]
The early versions of the [journey map] can then serve as a springboard for discussion on the team. Print out
an early version of the map on large-format paper, pin it up on a board, and hold a review session where
everybody can get up close to the document and mark it up with questions, ideas, and suggestions for
improvement. The hands-on, inclusive design activity that brings all decision makers together can go a long
way in ensuring that the user journey map becomes a living document for the organization.
Below, we give several examples of how one might use journey mapping.

Example A: Identify different experiences with new technology adoption [3]
Example B: Communicate qualitative data and insights
Use a journey map to communicate current experiences and cooking practices, in reports and research papers.
Such journey maps can then be used in subsequent studies as a starting point to evaluate new technology ideas
against current cooking practices.

Example C: Collaborate with study participants
Use journey maps to communicate what the researchers have understood from participants and verify with
participants that nothing was omitted and that no major mistakes were made. Going one step further, journey
maps can be used as a collaborative knowledge creation tool and a reflective tool, to prompt conversations with
participants and identify opportunities. In a future facing activity, journey maps can be used to imagine an ideal
cooking scenario.

Example D: Compare different cooking situations
Use journey maps to compare ‘current’ cooking with ‘new’ cooking practices after introducing a new technology,
highlighting key differences in types of actions, sequence of actions, time to do actions, likes and dislikes of
participants, shifts in preferences and priorities, etc.

Example E: Understand participants’ experience in the trial
Journey mapping was also used in the CREST trial to understand the study experience. Based on a study journey
map that represented the trial as a journey experienced by participants, SD4MECS asked: Are we asking too
much of participants? Are we engaging with participants in meaningful ways across the entire duration of the
study? Are we forgetting critical points of engagement? How can we make the study a pleasurable experience?
Through the process of creating a journey map for the trial experience, we were able to think through these
questions and make meaningful changes to the study activities and their sequence.
Journey maps could be also created about the ‘actual’ study journey once feedback has been gathered from
participants to represent their journey through the study. This journey mapping activity could serve to identify
painful moments of the study so MECS can work on removing those in future trials, as well as identify joyful
moments that could be amplified in future trials.
Below we present two version of the journey map of the whole study (Figure 7 & Figure 8).
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Figure 7: (Above) Study participant journey map enhanced with elements from ‘service blueprint’ tool (in blue) which depicts the backend actions necessary to provide the service. In this case, those activities include all actions of the enumerators, country partners, and
Loughborough researchers. This added section helped us identify bottlenecks in the work (such as rapid turnover of translations and
transcriptions) that we needed to account for in the laying out of study activities.
Figure 8: Synthesized version used in a presentation (below)
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Activity to get familiar with journey maps: map your own cooking journey
To familiarize your team, spend 1.5 hours on these journey mapping activities.
Example: in the CREST trial, we did a journey mapping workshop with the Country Partners to familiarize
themselves with journey maps and encouraged them to do the same with enumerators, so the enumerators
knew what type of information to look for in the interviews and other interactions with participants.
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Provided: examples of ‘auto-journey maps’ created with Lboro researchers and CPs to get familiarized with the tool.
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Personas in journey mapping
Personas are characters that represent archetype groups – their attitudes, behaviours, and goals. The templates
presented in the section titled “Journey map template” each included a section at the top for the ‘persona’. This
template area should include key variables that will influence, from the perspective of the end user, their
experience of modern energy cooking. These include factual information, such as grid connectivity, available
payment systems (e.g. on-bill financing, PAYGO, Co-ops/ Chamas), and information related to attitudes,
behaviours, and goals in cooking, key cultural differences relating to household roles, and the role of community
in service delivery and adoption.
To introduce personas in more detail, we included below the slides from a presentation on Personas given in
the summer 2021 as part of the MECS webinar series.
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